This paper describes a new approach to decompose constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) using an auxiliary constraint satisfaction optimization problem (CSOP) that detects sub-CSPs which share only few common variables. The purpose of this approach is to find sub-CSPs which can be solved in parallel and combined to a complete solution of the original CSP. Therefore, our decomposition approach has two goals: 1. to evenly balance the workload distribution over all cores and solve the partial CSPs as fast as possible and 2. to minimize the number of shared variables to make the join process of the solutions as fast as possible.
INTRODUCTION
Constraint programming (CP) is a powerful method to model and solve (not only but especially) NPcomplete problems in a declarative way. Typical research problems in CP are rostering, graph coloring, optimization, and satisfiability (SAT) problems (Marriott, 1998) .
Since the search space of CSPs is very big and the solution process often needs an extremely high amount of time we are always interested in improvement and optimization of the solution process. Parallel constraint solving is a promising way to enhance the performance of constraint programming. The four most common kinds of parallel constraint programming are parallel search (Hamadi, 2002; Nguyen and Deville, 1998) , parallel consistency (Régin et al., 2013; Rolf and Kuchcinski, 2009 ), combining parallel search and parallel consistency (Rolf and Kuchcinski, 2009 ) and distributed CSPs (Faltings, 2006; Yokoo and Hirayama, 2000) . Parallel search can furthermore be divided by the way of portfolios, problem splitting, and search space splitting (e. g. embarrassingly parallel search (Régin et al., 2013) ).
The presented approach finds decompositions of CSPs in a way that each part has approximately the same size (number of variables) and as little as possia https://orcid.org/0000-0002- ble shared variables so that we can use it effectively for problem splitting. Because the algorithm not only distributes the variables but also the constraints of the CSP it also can be used for parallel consistency techniques.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce the necessary definitions, methods and theoretical considerations which are the basis of our approach. We consider constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs), constraint satisfaction optimization problems (CSOP) and sub-CSPs which are defined as follows.
CSP (Dechter, 2003) A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is defined as a 3-tuple P = (X, D,C) with X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } is a set of variables, D = {D 1 , D 2 , . . ., D n } is a set of finite domains where D i is the domain of x i and C = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c m } is a set of primitive or global constraints containing between one and all variables in X.
Sub-CSP Let P = (X, D,C) be a CSP. For C ⊆ C we define P sub = (X , D ,C ) such that X = c∈C scope(c), where scope(c) gives the variables in a constraint c (see below) with corresponding do-
Löffler, S., Liu, K. and (Rossi et al., 2006; Tsang, 1993) A constraint satisfaction optimization problem (CSOP) P opt = (X, D,C, f ) is defined as a CSP with an optimization function f that maps each solution to a numerical value.
Definitions and Methods
In this section we define methods required by our algorithm. Let a CSP P = (X, D,C) be given. scope(c) (Dechter, 2003) The method scope has a constraint c ∈ C as input and returns all variables X ⊆ X which are covered by this constraint.
cons(x) The method cons has a variable x ∈ X as input and returns the set of constraints C ⊆ C which cover variable x.
sharedVars(c 1 , c 2 ) We define a variable x ∈ X which is covered by two constraints c 1 and c 2 ∈ C as shared variable of c 1 and c 2 . Based on this, the method sharedVars gets two constraints c 1 and c 2 as input and returns all shared variables of the constraints. Analogously if sharedVars gets two sub-CSPs P 1 and P 2 as input it returns the shared variables of the sub-CSPs.
Problem Splitting
The problem splitting process has three steps.
1. Decompose the given CSP P = (X, D,C) in k sub-CSPs P sub = {P 1 , ..., P k } in a way that each sub-CSP P i = (X i , D i ,C i )∀i ∈ 1, . . . , k has a subset of constraints C i ⊆ C, where C i ∩ C j = / 0 ∀i, j, i = j and k i=1 C i = C. Note that the constraints of the CSPs P i are disjoint but the variables can be shared.
2. Solve all sub-CSPs in P sub .
3. Join the results of the sub-CSPs in P sub to a solution of the original CSP P.
The time complexity of problem splitting depends essentially on two considerations. First, the time needed for solving the most complex sub-CSP P i , because the algorithm can only continue if all sub-CSPs were solved. If D max is the biggest domain of variables in X then the complexity for finding all solutions of sub-CSP P i is in O(|D max | |X i | ).
The second influence on the overall effort for problem splitting comes from the time needed to join the solutions of the sub-CSPs P i and P j . Algorithms like sort-merge join can join two tables S and R in O(N log N), where N is the maximum of |S| and |R|. In our case S and R are the partial solutions of the shared variables of the sub-CSPs P i and P j . So let n SV be the number of shared variables n SV = |sharedVars(P i , P j )|. This means that the maximum number of different value assignments for the shared variables (and so the maximum size N of S and R) must be smaler or equal |D max | n SV . That leads to a time complexity for merging two sub-CSPs P i and P j given by (1).
So the overall complexity for both points is given by (2) .
If more than two sub-CSPs P = {P 1 , ..., P k |k > 2} are created then we can join them step after step like a binary tree. In each step we join two sub-CSPs. In the next step two of the before joined sub-CSPs will be joined and so on. Let n maxSV be the maximum number of shared variables of all join processes. The complexity for the biggest join process is then in O(|D max | n maxSV log(|D max | n maxSV )).
So the time complexity of the problem splitting process depends on the size of the maximal sub-CSP P i ∈ {P 1 , ..., P k } and the maximum number of shared variables in all join processes. Thus, our decomposition CSOP will minimize one or both of these values.
THE META CSOP FOR THE DECOMPOSITION OF CSPS
In this section, we present an approach to decompose CSPs into sub-CSPs using a Meta CSOP.
A CSOP for Separating a CSP into Sub-CSPs
For detecting k sub-CSPs {P 1 , ..., P k } of a given
.., k}}, and f = minimize(x opt ) which finds an optimized decomposition of P into k sub-CSPs P 1 , ..., P k if they exist. For each constraint c j ∈ C a variable x j with domain D j = {1, . . . , k} is created. The value assignment v for a variable x j represents that the corresponding constraint c j is part of sub-CSP P v . The count constraint is defined like in (Prud'homme et al., 2017) and ensures that no empty sub-CSP is created. More accurate, the count(l, X , ≥ 1) constraint guarantees that the value l occur at least one time (≥ 1) in the variable set X . The cspSplit constraint is explained in detail in the next section. The variable x opt is used to optimize the sizes of the sub-CSPs (P 1 , ..., P k ) and the shared variables between them, as these are the main factors which influence the problem splitting complexity (explained above, see 2.2). The objective function f minimizes the x opt variable with domain D opt = {1, ..., ∞} which is also explained in the following section.
The cspSplit Constraint
We developed a new constraint, cspSplit, which partitionate constraints of a given CSP P into a set of sub-CSPs {P 1 , ..., P k }.
Doing this the cspSplit constraint takes a set of variables X , a two dimensional array of integers M, the number of sub-CSPs k, the optimization variable x opt and a two dimensional weight vector w = (w 1 , w 2 ) as input.
Each variable x j ∈ X represents the corresponding constraint c j ∈ C of the given CSP P. If the variable x j is set to a value v it means that the constraint c j is part of the sub-CSP P v and therefore not included in other sub-CSPs.
The two dimensional array M indicates which variables are covered by which constraints. For each constraint c j ∈ C of CSP P exists one line which contains all variables X c which are covered by the constraint (X c = {x i |x i ∈ scope(c)}). So the entry M j,l = i follows from the fact that constraint c j contains variable x i at l-th position.
Algorithm 1 shows the propagation algorithm of the cspSplit constraint. In line 1, a binary vector of size |X| (number of variables in the original CSP P) will be created for all k sub-CSPs which should be created. So b 1 represents the first sub-CSP and b k the last. For each vector b l the i-th entry (∀i ∈ {1, ..., |X|}) represents that the i-th variable x i ∈ X of CSP P is part of the sub-CSP P l . Each vector is instantiated with values null so no variable is associated to a sub-CSP at the beginning.
In lines 2 to 6, the variables x i ∈ X (representation of c i in the original CSP P) are checked whether they are already instantiated. If a variable x i is instantiated to value v then this means that constraint c i ∈ C of P is part of the sub-CSP P v . If such assignments exist, then the algorithm sets all bits in b v to true which represent variables that are covered by the constraint c i (line 5 and 6).
Algorithm 1: The cspSplit algorithm.
In lines 7 to 11, constraints c i ∈ C of P (represented by x i ∈ X of P opt ) are checked if they are assigned to a sub-CSP. If a constraint c i has not yet been assigned to a sub-CSP, then we check whether there is a sub-CSP P j which contains all variables which are covered by this constraint. If this is the case then the constraint will be assigned to that sub-CSP (x i instantiate to j).
In line 13, the new lower bound of the optimization variable is calculated.
Finally, in line 14, the lower bound of the optimization variable is updated.
Remarks: The steps in line 7-12 associate constraints to a sub-CSP for which no variables must be added to this sub-CSP. This does not influence the correctness of the algorithm but it can increase the solution speed heuristically.
The minValue (in line 13) connects exactly the detected parameters (Section 2.2) which has impact on the solution speed of problem splitting multiplied with a weight vector. The number of ones in b i is exactly the number of variables in the sub-CSP P i . The number of shared variables can be calculated by creating the intersection of two vectors b i and b j . The weight vector allows the user to decide whether he/ she wants to improve the solution process or the join process more.
Finding a perfect solution for the CSOP P opt is also very time consuming and in this case may not be useful. It is likely to find a good solution in a short time.
The Complexity of the CspSplit Algorithm
In this section we consider the complexity of our csp-Split algorithm. Creating k binary vectors of size |X| = n has complexity O(k * n) (line 1). The cost in lines 2 to 6 depends only from the two nested loops. The other cost are more or less constant. So the complexity for this part of the algorithm (lines 2 to 6) is in O(m * n max ), where m is the number of variables in X of P opt (equal to the number of constraints in C of P), and n max is the maximum number of variables a constraint c i in C of P has.
The cost in line 8, 11 and 12 are constant again so it is only necessary to multiply the number of repetitions of the two loops (m * k) with the complexity of the forall statement, which is in O(n max ). So the overall complexity of this part (lines 7 to 12) is in O(m * k * n max ).
The cost for the calculation of the minValue is in O(n * k + (k − 1) * n 2 ). The complexity of the calculation of the maximum number of shared variables results from the complexity of a join O(n * n) multiplied with the number of joins (k − 1) (k/2 joins on the first level, then join the k/4 joined variable sets again and so on).
This leads to an overall complexity of O(k * n) + (m * n max ) + (m * k * n max ) + (n * k + (k − 1) * n 2 )). Because of n max ≤ n it is in O(m * k * n + k * n 2 ) where m is the number of constraints in P, n is the number of variables in P and k the number of sub-CSPs we want to create.
EXAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we first present an example for the inputs and outputs of our Meta CSOP and then some of our experimental results. We show that our Meta CSOP can be used for the decompostion of big problems in an acceptable time. In the third part we give a concrete example which improves the solution speed of a CSP significantly by the use of the CSOP. 
Example for the Meta CSOP
We follow the steps in Section 3.1 and want to detect k = 2 sub-CSPs. This yields the Meta CSOP count(1, {x 1 , . .., x 7 }, ≥, 1), count(2, {x 1 , ..., x 7 }, ≥, 1)} and f = minimize(x opt ).
For the reason that the original CSP P has seven constraints (|C| = 7), the Meta CSOP P opt has seven variables (|X | = 7) with domains {1, 2} (because there will be two sub-CSPs, k = 2) and one optimization variable x opt with domain {0, ..., ∞}. The cspSplit constraint gets the variables x 1 , ..., x 7 , the matrix M (see in (3)) the number of sub-CSPs (k = 2), the optimization variable x opt and a weight vector w as input.
The matrix M indicates in each line i and row j if variable x j ∈ X is covered by constraint c i ∈ C. The weight vector w = (w 1 , w 2 ) can be chosen freely, depending on whether the user wants to prioritize a minimum number of variables per sub-CSP (increase w 1 ) or a minimum number of shared variables between both sub-CSPs (increase w 2 ). For weight vector w = (1, 1) the algorithm generates the following perfext solution x 1 = 1, x 2 = 1, x 3 = 2, x 4 = 2, x 5 = 1, x 6 = 2, x 7 = 2, x opt = 5. The value 5 for x opt results from the maximum number of variables in each sub-CSP (in this case the first sub-CSP has three variables and the second four) plus the number of shared variables between both sub-CSPs (in this case one because we have only the shared variable x 2 ).
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Experimental Results: Decomposition
We present our experimental results of our Meta CSOP when applying the benchmark suite provided by Gottlob et al. used in (Gottlob and Samer, 2009 ). We focused on the bigger problems with more than 400 constraints and more than 400 variables. In contrast to Gottlobs det-k-decomp (Gottlob et al., 2000) or to our det-k-CP algorithm (Liu et al., 2018) we try to find a decomposition of a given CSP P in a way that it is optimized for problem splitting. Thus, a comparison with the aforementioned algorithms is not suitable. We used the weight vector w = {1, 0} and printed the best decomposition results found after 1 second, 10 seconds and 10 minutes. The weight vector was chosen in this way because we realized that the number of shared variables is also decreasing during the experiment. Therefore, we only focus on minimizing the maximum number of variables per sub-CSP. In future it must be investigated if there is a connection between both goals or not. Table 1 shows the experimental results for our Meta CSOP of the benchmark suite from (Gottlob and Samer, 2009 ). The first column shows the name of the CSP and in parentheses the number of constraints and variables inside the CSP. For each problem and the different number of sub-CSPs (k = 4, 8 and 16) a decomposition could be found in less than 1 second. The values in the columns with name "Max Vars" are the maximum number of variables in each sub-CSP after running the CSOP 1 second, 10 seconds and 10 minutes.
The columns "Shared Vars" show the maximum number of shared variables when joining the sub-CSP pairwise until only one is left. For example, for k = 4, sub-CSP P 1 and P 2 have approximately 100 shared variables and sub-CSP P 3 and P 4 may have 93 shared variables and the join of the join of P 1 and P 2 and P 3 and P 4 has 156 shared variables, then the maximum number of shared variables is 156.
In summary, we now conclude that our Meta CSOP can find a balanced decomposition of a given CSP within a reasonable execution time, also for large instances (as far as the number of variables and constraints are concerned). If more time is invested for solving the Meta CSOP a better solution could be found. Depending on the time the user has, he/she can decide if he/she needs a fast decomposition (for example in less than one second) or a very good decomposition. For big problems it may be advantages to invest 10 minutes or more to find decompositions if the problem size is reduced significantly.
Experimental Results: Influence on the Solution Speed
Next, we want to show that the decomposition of a CSP can influence significantly its solution speed. We consider the Kakuro shown in figure 1 which was published under the name "Kakuro 1537 medium" in "The Guardian" on February, 3rd, 2017. The rules for Kakuro are "Fill the grid so that each run of squares adds up to the total in the box above or to the left. Use only numbers 1-9, and never use a number more than once per run (a number may reoccur in the same row, in a separate run)".
We modelled the problem with sum and allDifferent constraints and could solve the problem in less than a half second. To increase the size of the problem we removed the numbers in the cells (sums) and substituted them by variables. So we have not anymore a Kakuro solver, we have a Kakuro generator.
This offers us a problem with a high number of solutions. We solved the problem with and without use of the Meta CSOP approach.
We used a weight vector w = (1, 5) to prioritize the minimization of the shared variables. In both cases (using the Meta CSOP or not) we limited the total time by 5 minutes. So the CSP without decomposition had 5 minutes to solve the problem, and the CSP with decomposition approach had 5 minutes in total (for the decomposition, solving of both sub-CSPs and joining of the sub-CSPs). We used a decomposition into two sub-CSPs. Important is that we do not do anything in parallel. So we solved the two sub-CSPs sequentially one after the other. This means that we can use other parallelizations like search space splitting too, to increase the solving speed even more. Of course we also can solve the sub-CSPs in parallel to save a little bit less as the half total time. Figure 2 shows the decomposition of the Kakuro into two sub CSPs. The variables which are represented by the green cells are only in sub-CSP P 1 , the blue cells only in sub-CSP P 2 . The yellow cells are represented by shared variables which are in both sub-CSPs. A decomposition into two sub-CSPs with only three shared variables is an optimal solution for this Kakuro.
The decomposition approach could find 14.91 times more solutions than the other, in the same time.
Remark: It is clear that not every CSP can be improved with the Meta CSOP, but there are usecases, like the Kakuro example shows. Future work should investigate for which kind/ structure of CSPs this new approach is especially useful.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a new way to decompose a CSP into sub-CSPs by the use of a Meta CSOP. The decomposition is specialized to find distributed sub-CSPs for parallel problem splitting with a minimum number of variables in each sub-CSP and a low number of shared variables between the sub-CSPs. We evaluated our approach by a benchmark suite of Gottlob (Gottlob and Samer, 2009 ) . Our results have shown that our approach is appropriate for partitioning a constraint network distribution on a given number of parallel constraint solving cores in short time.
In contrast to (Liu et al., 2018) , the Meta CSOP works also for big CSPs with more than 2000 variables and constraints. Future work will include a comparison with other decomposition methods like (Karypis and Kumar, 1998) and their developments, and more practical tests which will show the influence of the decomposition on the solving speed of the original CSP. Furthermore we will also focus on searching decomposition methods which minimize the size of the shared domain sizes (i. e. ∏ ∀x i ∈{shared variable} |D i |) and not only the shared variables.
